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CREATING A WEBSITE THAT WILL REALLY WORK FOR YOUR
ORGANISATION:

THE BRITISH ENERGY EXPERIENCE

ANNE CAMPBELL, BRITISH ENERGY

There is no doubt that the Internet is going to be the communications power tool of the
future. Judging by the number of top line companies who have quality websites and the
number of website addresses that appear in press and television advertisements, few
organisations who mean business can afford to ignore this exciting, fast moving medium.

The Internet - millions of computers which can 'talk to each other'via telephone lines - has
been described as revolutionary in communication terms as the wheel was to transport. As
we enter a new millenium, the Internet is becoming more than just a huge information
resource, it is increasingly being developed to carry out business transactions - already we
can shop for groceries, find a mortgage and send bouquets on line.

British Energy's award-winning website was launched in the European Parliament in April,
just two months after a London-based design company had accepted a tight audience-led
specification that included clarity of design, promotion of the British Energy brand and,
most importantly, ease of navigation.

British Energy had identified its key objectives. Number one was the promotion of British
Energy the brand in relation to its better-known subsidiary companies, Nuclear Electric
and Scottish Nuclear. As the Internet is a truly global medium, accessible 24-hours a day,
it was recognised that it could be particularly important in reaching potential partners and
customers. British Energy certainly made clear its global aspirations from the outset and
therefore it was important that visitors to the site understood what the company was and
from whence it came.

The audience-led strategy is delivering quality information to the people British Energy are
most keen to communicate with. The sharetracking feature, news desk and narrated video
tour of Sizewell B, the Pressurised Water Reactor, are amongst the most popular aspects.

In December, British Energy won the'Best Annual Report on the Internet award in a
competition organised for the first time by the Investor Relations Society and the London
Stock Exchange.
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